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Background

Disabled trainees are underrepresented in medicine; approximately 4.6% of medical students identify as disabled,1 as compared to the 20% of Canadian adults who live with disabilities in the general population.2 As we strive towards the inclusion of disabled medical students, it is imperative that we consider the ways in which the transition to a virtual residency interview process affects this equity-seeking group. In this paper, we discuss the benefits and drawbacks of the virtual interview process for disabled applicants and propose potential solutions. These are informed by our own experiences as applicants with disabilities and chronic health conditions interviewing in the first virtual iteration of CaRMS, as well as principles of universal design, accessibility, and equity.

The good

Virtual interviews benefit disabled medical students through the elimination of travel-associated stressors and the potential for those with visible disabilities to withhold disclosure of disability status. Barriers to travel for students with disabilities may include arranging a personal care assistant, transporting medical supplies, and coping with the mishandling or damage of mobility aids.3–4 Moreover, virtual interviews have circumvented the added labour of contacting organizers to inquire about the physical accessibility of events. From a mental health perspective, students are able to maintain their regular routines, environments, and social supports, minimizing additional stressors during an already anxiety-provoking period. Less travel and shorter interview days allow for more optimal sleep hygiene.5 Virtual interviews also increase financial accessibility, which may be of particular salience to disabled people who often incur additional expenses related to their disabilities.5–6

The bad

Notwithstanding the numerous advantages of a virtual CaRMS process, the experience has presented a series of significant challenges. Firstly, interview invitation emails have, largely, not included instructions on how to obtain accommodations for the interview process. On occasion, interview invitations have neglected to include information about the format of interviews (e.g. multiple mini interview (MMI), panel, asynchronous), thus prohibiting candidates from appropriately anticipating their potential accommodation needs.7–10

In-person interviews previously allowed students to explore the physical accessibility of staff areas of the hospital. With the introduction of virtual interviews, candidates must rely instead on program representatives’ knowledge of the accessibility of these spaces which, in our experience, is often limited. Moreover, if students choose to ask about these features during the interview process, they inadvertently disclose their disability status. In our experience, programs have also not included the accessibility of staff spaces on their CaRMs or Canadian
Portal for Residency Program Promotion program descriptions, websites, presentations, or video tours. Information about accommodation policies are also rarely publicly available.

The format of interviews themselves are oftentimes inaccessible, with programs not applying universal design principles. For example, question stems for MMIs are often shared via the screen share function rather than the chat functions; this renders the stems inaccessible by screen reader or to those with low vision who require larger font sizes. Other postgraduate programs choose to forgo breaks, which can be detrimental to those who require breaks for eating, drinking, breastfeeding, stretching, using the bathroom, or attention. Long and detailed question stems presented solely orally can be challenging for people who have learning disabilities, mental health conditions, or are hard-of-hearing. Programs sometimes also include time-constrained writing exercises without prior notification to applicants which, if unaccommodated, disadvantages students with learning disabilities, upper extremity impairments and mental health conditions.

Many programs endeavoured to highlight family-friendly policies that allow residents to take parental leave. While these policies are commendable, there were no analogous discussions about medical leaves or modified schedules for health reasons, leaving some students with disabilities wondering about the type of culture, reception and support they will encounter. As such, programs either failed to emphasize wellness initiatives that would benefit disabled candidates, or passively dissuaded them from selecting their program by withholding such information.

The solutions

The following recommendations pertaining to the interview offers, interview format, and provision of program information are grounded in principles of universal design, accessibility, and equity.

Interview offers

In the interview offer emails, programs should share detailed information about the format and structure of the interview process with interviewees in advance, so that applicants can determine their need for accommodations. For example, many students require extra time during OSCEs, MMIs, or timed writing exercises to ensure equitable comparison with their peers. Moreover, providing information about the platform on which interviews will be hosted allows candidates to determine which accessibility features will be available for their use. Initial emails about the interview should include clear processes about who to contact for interview accommodations.

Interview format

Programs should ensure that adequate time for breaks is built into the day’s programming. They should endeavor to adhere to accessible best practices in designing the interview, including providing prompts both orally and in written form. Interviewers should invite students to take notes or ask for repetition of longer oral prompts during interviews. Low-cost captioning should be provided to support deaf and hard-of-hearing applicants.

Provision of program information

When speaking about wellness supports, programs should offer information about accommodations, leaves of absence, health insurance plans, and the accessibility services office. The accessibility features of commonly used staff spaces (including call rooms, staff toilets, resident lounges, and locker rooms) should be audited and publicized, as these spaces often lack common accessibility features found in the patient care areas. Contact information for the hospital(s) accessibility office should also be provided, as many students may still require accommodations to have an equitable interview/residency experience.

Conclusion

With the 2021-2022 CaRMs cycle remaining virtual, it is important to consider strategies to improve this process for students. Improved accessibility practices have the advantage of generating a physician workforce that is representative of the population it serves. Individuals with lived experience have unique insights into service user perspectives and heightened compassion for patients’ illness experience, potentially leading to an improved quality of patient care. Assessing residency candidates equitably and in an accessible manner permits the selection of the highest quality applicants, regardless of disability status.
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